
Francis Wright

From: Francis Wright

Sent: 26 March 2016 4:07 pm

To: 'ac-maths@qmul.ac.uk'

Subject: RE: Providing exam papers for our past exam paper database

Some colleagues have raised concerns about the security of uploading exam papers to QMplus now. I think any 

security risk is negligible and my reason for asking for exam papers now was that I thought now would be the most 

convenient time while you have them to hand. If you prefer, you are welcome to wait until after your exam has been 

sat. I would like to have all undergraduate exam papers by the end of June, please. 

 

Thanks to those of you who have already uploaded your papers. If you would prefer to delete them and upload 

them again later then you are welcome to do so. 

 

Best wishes, Francis 

 

From: ac-maths-request@qmul.ac.uk [mailto:ac-maths-request@qmul.ac.uk] On Behalf Of Francis Wright 

Sent: 24 March 2016 6:16 pm 

To: 'ac-maths@qmul.ac.uk' <ac-maths@qmul.ac.uk> 

Subject: Providing exam papers for our past exam paper database 

 

Dear Colleagues, 

 

With Matt Fayers’ agreement, I would like to try a new approach to gathering undergraduate exam papers for our 

past papers database this year. I have created an assignment manager called Exam paper upload on our intranet 

page in QMplus in a new section called “Past exam paper database upload” immediately below Examining. For 

security, this assignment manager is visible only to current undergraduate first examiners. Matt and I have uploaded 

our own exam papers to test that it works, at least for us! 

 

Please upload a PDF copy of the final version of each of your main May/June exam papers as soon as possible using 

a filename of the form "MTH1234 Exam 2016.pdf" where MTH1234 is the undergraduate module code. (Filenames 

can be corrected later if necessary.) Past exam papers will not be released to students before September, i.e. not 

until after the late summer exam period. 

 

Further guidance is provided in the assignment manager. Please ignore all references to grading until I manage to 

remove them. I have turned off all grading but that does not remove all references to grading. This is an 

experimental facility. Please let me know if you encounter any problems. 

 

Thanks, Francis 

 

- - - 

 

Dr Francis J. Wright 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 

School of Mathematical Sciences 

Queen Mary University of London 

Mile End Road, London E1 4NS, UK 

Tel: 020 7882 5453 (direct) 

f.j.wright@qmul.ac.uk 

www.maths.qmul.ac.uk/people/fjwright 

 


